
 

Balade patrimoine d'Arthez d'Asson, un village né de la forge
 ARTHEZ-D'ASSON
 WALKING 

This walk around Arthez d’Asson in the Pays de Nay, at the gateway to the mountains, will lead you
through an undulating countryside scattered with farms. The village with houses huddled together, with a
neighbourhood near the water, born from the activity of the old forge.

Départ : ARTHEZ-D'ASSON Distance : Dénivelé : Durée :
Arrivée : ARTHEZ-D'ASSON 3.6 km 70 m 2h

Appel
d’urgence : 112 

Les montagnes basques et béarnaises sont des espaces pastoraux. Evitez de partir avec votre chien.
Dans tous les cas, tenez-le en laisse. Merci !

       À ne pas manquer
• The fountain Péline. The village fountain made of stone.
• Drinking through. Drinking trough Peyré made of stone.
• Washhouse. Village washhouse, neighbourhood des Aoûles.
• Factory quarter. Prat factories.
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       Étapes
Step 1. Go to the old forge. In front of the town hall, the square Place Antoine d’Incamps. Go to the right on the road
D126. Turn left on the road Route des Aoûles. Go down the road to the ironworks, old forge and the castle.
Step 2. Go to the neighbourhood des Aoûles.. From the ironworks, old forge and the castle, at the level of the water basin
go down to the left and follow the canal. Go up on the road. Go down, turn left crossing two bridges.
Step 3. Go to the dam and the water inlet. From the workers neighbourhood des Aoûles, cross the road and go down to
see the dam near the water.
Step 4. The factories and the power plant. The dam and the water inlet. Go up passing in front of the washhouse. Follow
the road that goes to the left. At the top of a slope continue straight ahead. At the next crossroads keep straight ahead to
reach Garrénot, an agricultural neighbourhood. Turn left to the no-through road Impasse Hartigaü and go down. In a bend
to the right go down towards the river by a stepped path to the left.
Step 5. The Fountain Péline. From the factories and the power plant, cross the footbridge and go up by the path to the
right. Back on the road, cross it and go up to the left on the path Chemin des écoles. Turn right and go up the path Passage
Cantinat. You arrive at the church and the village centre. Bypass the church to the right. Do not go to the path Chemin de
Pinte but the one that goes ahead towards a football field: the path Chemin du Cimetière. At the end of the cemetery, go
up to the left on a grassy path between low walls made of stone. Go down to the right to see the fountain.
Step 6. Go back to the start. From the fountain Péline, go up and turn right. In front of the school, turn right and go down
by steps. Continue straight ahead then turn left to go back to the start.

       Attention
• Careful when crossing roads
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Pour bien préparer sa rando et adopter les bons gestes en montagne, rendez vous sur

https://reussirmarando.com
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